A series of the experiments was conducted to investigate hemisphere specialization for different levels of processing visually presented Kanji (Japanese logograph) stimuli. In the first experiment, subjects made a physical match of the paired Kanjis and showed faster RTs to the stimuli in their left visual fields. Subjects performed a lexical decision task in the second experiment, in which bona fide and counterfeit Kanjis were presented to either the left or the right visual field, and showed no difference between two visual fields. In the third experiment, subjects judged whether or not the presented Kanji (left/right) appeared in the semantically appropriate side of the visual field. The results suggested a strong left hemisphere contribution. Possible mechanisms for Kanji processing at different levels were discussed within an information processing framework.
Recent studies in cerebral laterality effects focus upon the topic of different information processing systems in each hemisphere, especially these studies focussed upon more intensively on differences of contributions of each hemisphere at the different levels of processing. Moscovitch, Scullion, and Christie (1976) examined whether cognitive asymmetries for faces occurred at early or late stages of stimulus analyses. They showed that a consistent left visual field superiority was absent in early precategorical processing stages, while in a later higher order processes strong left visual field superiority was demonstrated. Bryden and Allard (1976) reported differences in the direction of the visual field advantage for Alphabet stimuli: with a print-like type-face letter, a right visual field superiority was found: with a script-like type-face, a left visual field superiority was found. They postulated a two-stage processes to account for the results with script-like letters. In the first stage, preprocessing operations serve to normalize or extract of the relevant characteristics of the stimuli and in the second stage the actual identification and naming of the target stimuli is performed. The former is the best done by the right hemisphere and latter is done by the left hemisphere. Therefore, they suggested that lateral visual field effects were determined by the relative importance of these stages for the execution of the task.
Within the framework of these processoriented interpretation of hemisphere differences, several studies examined functional hemisphere differences in a lexical decision task in which letter-strings were presented tachistoscopically to the left or the right visual field. Leiber (1976) showed a right visual field superiority for words but not for nonwords, and Day (1977) found no visual field effect for lexical decisions involving concrete nouns but a right visual field superiority for abstract nouns. Bradshaw, Hicks, and Rose (1979) found a significant left visual field superiority for lexical decisions of letter-strings at the short exposure duration, while a right visual field superiority in the long exposure duration. These studies indicate that vis- A couple of studies reported a different hemisphere contribution in a semantic processing of verbal stimuli. According to Searleman (1977) who reviewed a large number of studies with clinical populations, a substantial number of studies supported the notion that physical analysis of words is carried out in the left hemisphere but that the asymmetry is not clear for semantic processing. Martin (1978) reported the data with normal subjects which were in accord with this hypothesis. On the other hand, Day (1977) asked to the subjects to decide if the unilaterally presented word was nonsense or meaningful and showed a right visual field superiority in the case of abstract word while a left visual field superiority was shown in the case of concrete word. These studies suggest that the hemisphere specialization on semantic processing is also not so clear.
The present research attempt to obtain the evidence relevant to the above area of apparent inconsistency.
In Japanese orthography, three different types of written symbols, i.e. Hirakana, Katakana and Kanji, are used in a mixed manner. Kanji consists essentially of nonphonetic logograph symbols, while the first two are phonetic syllables like English letters. Recent studies by Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori, and Kobayashi (1977) and Hatta (1977a) demonstrated that Kanji was recalled better from the left visual field than from the right visual field. Further, Tzeng, Hung, Cotton, and Wang (1979) reported similar data in their first experiment where they asked to name Kanji stimuli and found the left visual field superiority. These results suggest that Kanji has essentially different properties from the other written symbols such as Hirakana, Katakana and Roman Alphabet.
The purpose of the present study was to examine the possible different hemisphere contribution of Kanji processing at different stages. In the first experiment, the hemisphere specialization in the processes of physical discrimination of Kanji was examined. Subjects were asked to judge whether the presented Kanji was identical with each other or not. The second experiment was designed to assess lexical performance of the two hemispheres. Subjects were required to decide if the presented Kanji was a bona fide or a counterfeit Kanji. And in the third experiment the hemisphere contributions at the higher stage of processing of the presented Kanji was examined. Subjects were asked to judge if the presented Kanji appeared in the semantically congruent side of the visual field or not. Kanji stimulus appeared with a central fixation digit (2-9), which the subjects had to report on each trial. The central digit was included as a device for controlling and monitoring central fixation.
Procedure. The subject sat at a table facing a translucent screen, with his/her head located on a chin-rest. For each trial, the subjects were firstly asked to fixate on a small cross presented for 2 s at the center of the screen. Then, the stimuli were presented in the left or the right side of the visual field for 150 ms. The subjects' task was to judge whether the two adjacent characters were identical or not, and the subject was required to press the " Yes" button if the both paired Kanjis were physically identical to each other and to press the " No" button if it was not so, as quickly as possible. After each pressing of the relevant button, the subject was asked to report the central digit. The manual response board consisted of manually operated response buttons for each four fingers except for little finger.
Half of the subjects were asked to press the buttons with their left hand and re-E X P. I E X P. II E P.III maining were required with their right hand. And in each group, half were asked to press" Yes" button with their index finger and to press" No" button with their middle finger, and the rest subjects were asked to press buttons in the reverse way. The buttons for thumb and ring fingers were not used in this experiment. Subjects were randomly assigned to each response condition. After the practice trials, which continued until improvement levelled off (less than 800 ms of 10 trials mean), 32 test trials were given. The inter-trial interval was 7 s.
Visual fields for Kanji presentation and Yes/No responses were randomly arranged. Reaction times were measured by an electronic timer from onset of the stimulus to the subject's manual response.
Results
The results appear in Fig as fast and accurately as possible. After each manual responding, the subject was asked to report the central fixation digit. During the inter-trial interval of 7 s, the screen was filled with a blank white slide.
Response hand and fingers were randomized as in Experiment I. Half of the subjects were asked to respond with their right hand and the other half with their left hand. In each responding hand group, half were asked to press" Yes" button by their index finger and" No" button by their middle finger, and the rest were required to press the buttons in the reverse manner. Subjects were assigned randomly to each responding condition. After the practice trials, which continued until improvement levelled off, 40 experimental trials were given to each subject. The order of the Kanji presentation fields and bona fide/counterfeit Kanjis were randomly arranged.
The onset of the stimulus triggered an electronic timer which stopped by the subject's manual response. Reaction times over 1.5 s and error responses were omitted from the analysis. Error responses and correct responses over 1.5 s were 5.4% and 1.1% with non-differential distribution. Half of the subjects were randomly assigned to respond with their right hand, half with their left hand. In each responding hand group, half subjects pressed " Yes" button with their index finger and " No" button with their middle finger , and the remainder pressed in the reversed manner. Reaction time, in millisecond, was measured by an electronic timer from the onset of the stimulus to the subject's manual response.
The duration of exposure of the stimuli were determined for each subject during 20 practice trials by means of the method of limits. In such a way, an overall performance level of about 90% correct responses can be attained for the majority of subjects. The exposure duration, therefore, ranged from 45 to 120 ms, with a mean duration of 92 ms. Then each subject performed 48 trials in total.
Mean reaction times for left and right visual field Kanjis which were presented in the congruent side were 820.7 ms (SD= 106.5) and 759.1 ms (SD=99.9). And mean reaction times and SDs for left and right visual field Kanjis which appeared in the non-congruent side were 888.9 ms (SD=109.2), 815.3 ms (SD=121.8) respectively. These results are shown in Fig. 1 . Only correct responses whose latencies were below 1.5 s, 93.1% of all trials, were included in calculating the means and in analyzing the data.
An analysis of variance (congruent vs . non-congruentxvisual fields) was carried out and revealed that both main effects were significant (congruent vs. non-congruent:
F(1,27)=8.52, p<.01; visual fields: F(1,27)=11.02, p<.005). The interaction between both main effects was not significant (F(1,27)=0.91). These mean that firstly, subjects made a quicker decision when the Kanji was displayed in the appropriate side of the visual field than in the inappropriate side and secondly, the Kanji appeared in the right visual field were processed faster than in the left visual field.
Discussion
The results of three experiments suggest that the directions of tendencies of functional hemisphere asymmetries for Kanji are not so rigid, but could be shifted depending upon the stages of information processing. These are apparent from the Fig. 1 . These results apparently challenge Kinsbourne's activation model (Kinsbourne, 1970) . The expectation from an activation model is that the hemisphere specialized for processing will be activated and will show superior performance. Therefore, all judgements in our experiments on pattern matches, lexical decision and semantic comparison will be expected to activate left hemisphere. However, no such process is evident in our results.
The present study aimed to examine the hemisphere asymmetries at different stages on Kanji recognition. In this study, three different stages on Kanji processing are hypothesized, i.e., discrimination (perception) stages of the configuration of the letter, lexical decision processing stages and semantic processing stages. In the first processing stages, the configuration of the presented letter must be discriminated from the other. To examine the possible different hemisphere contribution on this first stage, the first experiment was designed.
In the Experiment I, subjects were required to judge if the unilaterally presented pair of Kanji was physically identical or not with each other. The results indicated that subjects could match two adjacent Kanjis faster when they appeared in the left visual field than when they appeared in the opposite visual field.
The present task is essentially identical with the" physical identity" condition in the experiment of Cohen (1972) and " physical matching" condition of experiment by Geffen, Bradshaw and Nettleton (1972) . In the" physical identity" condition of Cohen's study, subjects were asked to judge if the paired Alphabet letters were identical with each other in their physical configurations. The results with the right-handed subjects showed that the reaction times to the stimuli in the left visual field were quicker than the reaction times to the right visual field stimuli. Geffen et al. also reported a similar results in their experiment.
The present results of the Experiment I were in accord with these results. Hayashi and Hatta (1978) reported Kanji matching experiment where subjects judged if the comparison Kanji was identical to the standard Kanji and demonstrated a strong left visual field superiority.
These studies all suggest that the right hemisphere might be specialized for judgement of dissimilarity of letters, that is, for discrimination of the configuration. It might be deemed that these judgements consist of very early stage of the letter stimulus processing. With nonverbal stimulus materials (face), Moscovitch, Scullion, and Christie (1976) examined the functional hemisphere asymmetries at different stages of processing. In their first experiment, subjects judged if the paired faces were identical or not. The results did not show a significant visual field differences on reaction times. They suggested by these that at an early low level of information processing, both hemispheres have an equipotentiality for information processing. However, Geffen, Bradshaw and Wallace (1971) showed a left visual field advantage for same-different matching of successively presented faces.
Present results do not support the notion of Moscovitch et al. but do support the suggestion of Geffen et al., and they indicate that even at an early stages of information processing, at the least in the case of Kanji processing, simultaneous match does require the specialized function of the right hemisphere.
In the Experiment II, hemisphere specialization in a little more higher stage of Kanji processing, lexical decisions, was examined. Subjects judged if the presented stimulus was a bona fide Kanji or a counterfeit Kanji as fast as possible. The results showed that firstly reaction times to the counterfeit Kanji were longer than reaction times to the bona fide Kanji and secondly there were not any significant visual field differences in both types of Kanji. The first result was consistent with the results of the previous studies (Leiber, 1976; Bradshaw, Gates, & Nettleton, 1977) . Longer reaction times for the counterfeit Kanji might reflect the difficulties to search for the stimuli in subject's lexicon in which only bona fide Kanji are contained. Leiber (1976) reported the visual field differences on lexical decisions with Alphabet-strings.
She presented English words and nonwords unilaterally and tachistoscopically to the left or the right visual field. Results of both reaction times and error rates showed a right visual field superiority for nonwords. Bradshaw et al. (1977) also found a right visual field superiority on reaction times for lexical decisions of laterally presented letterstrings in male subjects. Recent studies by Bradshaw et al. (1979) investigated a visual field differences on lexical decisions. They presented three-letter words and nonwords permutation in the left or the right visual field. Their results showed that lexical decisions to the right visual field stimuli were more accurate than the accuracies to the left visual field stimuli . While the reversed tendency was found when the exposure duration was near a threshold.
Though there are several procedural differences between the various studies , these previous studies seem to suggest a left hemisphere superiority for lexical decision. The results in the Experiment II, lexical decisions with Kanji and non-Kanji, are not in accord with these results. Zaidel (1977) examined the lexical organization with commissure-sectioned and hemispherectomised patients and suggested the extent of the right hemisphere lexicon. Zaidel showed the results which support the conjecture that the right hemisphere maps the reference words into some nonlinguistic visual representation such as image while the left hemisphere tend to reach word in short term memory in pushdown stack fashion as a linguistic representation and analyse sequentially. The results of Day (1977) that the right hemisphere superiority for a class of words (concrete) seems to support the conjecture.
These studies suggest the possibility that some kind of lexical decisions (e.g. for high imagery words, wholistic processing favoured stimuli) are processed in the right hemisphere.
Therefore, the use of the Kanjis as stimuli might contribute the present results of the Experiment II. Because the Kanjis are nonphonetic logographic symbols, those are perceived in word apprehension as a single unit rather than a sequence of letters in the case of Alphabet words. It is known that the right hemisphere favoured this type of processing (Cohen, 1973; Patterson & Bradshaw, 1975) . The more ideal property of the Kanji for the right hemisphere processing might attenuate the left hemisphere superiority for lexical decision tasks.
In Experiment III, hemisphere differences in a higher stage of processing was examined. As mentioned earlier, a substantial number of studies which examined hemisphere differences on semantic words processing show that both hemisphere contribute to recognize words semantically rather than an asymmetrical hemisphere contribution.
However, present results suggest a strong left hemisphere superiority in the present semantic processing task . What seems more likely to interpret this discrepancy might due to the differences of the used tasks, especially on possible mechanisms in the performance of the semantic processing tasks. The present task is not a simple semantic processing task but a semantic congruency decision task that involves more complicated stages of semantic processing. In other words, in order to perform the present task correctly, subjects firstly have to simultaneously recognize two points, i.e., meaning of Kanji and the side of the Kanji presentation. And then, based on the comparison of the meaning with his/her frame of reference, a subject is to decide if the Kanji appeared in the semantically appropriate side of the visual field or not. That is, only a recognition of the meaning of the presented Kanji is not enough for performing this task. In this sense, this task is a thought task which needs not only an understanding of the meaning but also needs further psychological processing. On the other hand, both tasks of Martin (1978) and Day (1977) essentially did not need further deep psychological processing, i.e., to classify the presented words based on the subjects' inner semantic criteria (e.g., to categorize into an animal or a plant in the Martin's experiment and into nonsense word or meaningful word in the Day's experiment).
As the mean reaction times in the Experiment III are almost identical to that in the Experiment II, one might raise a question for the ground to regard the processing stage of the Experiment III more deeper than that of the Experiment II. Rather shorter reaction times in the Experiment III might mainly due to the repetitive presentation of identical Kanjis while each Kanji in the Experiment II was displayed once in each visual field. Therefore, our claim that Experiment III requires more deeper stages of analyses than Experiment II is not weaken.
In a series of studies by the present author, hemisphere differences in a higher thought process have been examined and suggested that the left hemisphere has a stronger contribution than the right. The left hemisphere advantage was found irrespective to the nature of the stimulus materials.
For instance, in a mental transformation with watch-figures (Hatta, 1978a) , a mental rotation with Kanji (Hayashi & Hatta, 1978) , a grasp of the relationship with Kanji (Hatta, 1979) and in a categorization using a superordinate concept with letters and figures (Hatta, 1977b) , left hemisphere specialization was suggested. Based upon these studies, Hatta postulated that if the required recognition tasks contain higher thought processes, which imply deeper stages than a recognition stages such as understanding what the stimulus is, the left hemisphere contributes more than the right hemisphere does. The results of the Experiment III seem to give a further support to this hypothesis.
In the present studies with Kanji, we could reveal a different hemisphere specialization at the different stages of information processing. That is, at the earliest stages of processing in a discrimination (perception) of the configuration of Kanji, the right hemisphere could be deemed to be specialized for the processing of Kanji, and bihemispheric involvement in lexical decisions is indicated at a later stage of information processing. Further, if the Kanji processing task contains a higher thought process, the left hemisphere contributes more strongly for performing the task than the right hemisphere does. Recently, Tzeng et al. (1979) reported a similar work with Chinese characters. In their first experiment, Chinese subjects were asked to name Chinese characters exposed in the left/right visual field and found a prominent left visual field-right hemisphere superiority. In the second experiment they presented multiple-characters to read and found right visual fieldleft hemisphere superiority, and in the third experiment, they asked to decide if the multiple-characters is a meaningful term or not and found a right visual field superiority. Their results in the first and second experiment are identical to the results of the first and second experiment by Hatta (1978b) . Though it should bear in mind that most of Kanjis which are used in Japan today are not identical to the Chinese characters used in the present China (they differ in configurations as well as reading, viz., Kanjis are not identical to Chinese characters), their data are in accord with the present results.
In conclusion, the present data provide an another example that a simple verbal/ nonverbal distinction is not enough to describe the known visual field differences as suggested by previous studies (Bradshaw et al., 1977; Geffen, Bradshaw, & Nettleton, 1973; Hatta, 1977a) . And the data also indicate that the direction of hemisphere superiority might shift to the other direction depending on at what stage of information processing the differences are detected. It is plausible, therefore, that no one hemisphere is exclusively specialized for the performance of any function. Both hemispheres cooperate and their differences are differences of degree at each different stages of processing, rather of rigid functional specialization.
